Hamilton Beach® Professional Cast Iron Electric Skillet

Versatile Uses – This all-purpose 10”x16” skillet is great for when family meals are too large for your stovetop. Its expansive surface allows you to cook for a crowd. Cook hash browns, bacon, and eggs for breakfast, Reubens and grilled cheeses for lunch and sear steaks and other meats on high heat for dinner.

Durable and Pre-Seasoned Cooktop – The cast iron cooktop is pre-seasoned creating an easy-release surface to prevent foods from sticking and is removable for easy cleaning. Cast iron is a hard, naturally scratch-resistant surface even if you use metal utensils. It’s backed by a three-year limited warranty.

Lock in Flavor – The cast iron surface maintains consistent, even heat better than aluminum and lets you sear meats and brown foods on high heat for better taste, texture and appearance. The temperature is adjustable from warm up to 450°F.

Easy Clean Up – Effortlessly push excess grease to the corner to dispose of it. The grease tray is in view to avoid guessing when it is time to empty it. The cooktop removes from the base to easily wipe clean, and the drip tray is top-rack dishwasher safe.

DETAILS

Hamilton Beach® Professional Cast Iron Electric Skillet

Model 38560

MSRP: $127.99

Availability: June 2022
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